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Jack and Tobey Ms. Mccombe English 11 10 April Literary Analysis of The Great Gatsby Dreams are a compelling force
in peopleâ€™s lives. In the novel, The Great Gatsby, F. Scott Fitzgerald uses symbolism, setting, and theme to depict
the unattainability of the American Dream.

The primary focus of Gatsby that in the beginning of the novel was Daisy is portrayed as a shortcoming on his
part. Many analyses quickly draw the conclusion that Eckleburg represents God, and that both are all-seeing.
A major reason why Jay Gatsby is an example of a modern tragic protagonist is because he has several tragic
flaws. Therefore in The Great Gatsby, by F-Scott Fitzgerald, Gatsby fails to join the old money club because
he exhibits his wealth to society. Although it brings him some success, such as actually being able to reunite
with Daisy, his good luck eventually begins to change. A few people earned their money with hard work; it
was mostly made easily for them. Gatsby was a man who was a projection of the hopes and dreams of his
younger self. The old money establishment of East Egg think Gatsby does this to show off his new money, but
his motif is different. Jay Gatsby, whose real name is actually James Gatz, puts on an act. Within these
symbols Fitzgerald mainly expresses feelings and the American Dream. The law was put into effect to lower
the crime and corruption rates in the United States in the s. The car that killed Myrtle had belonged to Gatsby
and Gatsby had also taken the blame for the accident. He was unsatisfied with all that he had, because he had
to have Daisy. Scott Fitzgerald, the rivalry between East Egg and West Egg directly relates to the time period
and to modern day society. Like all tragic protagonists, Gatsby is no different and suffers through a tragic
death. Scott Fitzgerald, is a story about a wealthy man named Gatsby. Instead, Nick guesses at the life and
thoughts of Gatsby, making Gatsby seem more mysterious and larger-than-life than he would be if the reader
knew all of his thoughts. Each character has certain personality traits that represent a facet of human nature.
Jay Gatsby goes through many struggles in order to reunite with Daisy. Daisy has no sincere emotions; she
only knows social graces and self-preservation. The Great Gatsby is written from the perspective of Nick
Carraway. To get this happiness Jay Gatsby must reach into the past and in order to relive an old dream of
marrying Daisy, the foundation of his life. He shares some of the emotions and is in a position to interpret
those of the others. Gatsby realizes that his dream of recapturing the past and being with Daisy cannot happen.
This is perpetuated in works of literature of the time era, notably The Great Gatsby, published by F. He feels
that Daisy will not call her and possibly does not care enough to be around if he does. About the Author Eden
Meirow is a full-time copywriter and part-time freelance writer. In fact, the modern tragic protagonist is
normally a common man. It is frightening when a man finally realizes that there is no answer to the question
'who am I ' except the voice inside himself. Nick and Jay become friends as Jay discovers that Nick is cousins
with his former girlfriend and the love of his life, Daisy Buchanan, who is married to another man. The
Roaring Twenties was a time of great economic prosperity and many people became rich and wealthy. He
always had â€¦show more contentâ€¦ Gatsby is a relatable character. The other three were involved in the
murder. At the end of the first chapter, we see the green light as a symbol of hope, promise and a better future
and something that is worth worshipping.


